HOW TO APPLY

Application through Algoos is easy visit our website Algoos.com/jobs build your profile and choose the job and destination you desire click apply and one of our specialized agents will contact you shortly to discuss the opportunity you have chosen. Alternatively download our application form and send it to registrations@algoos.com

DESTINATIONS

Algoos takes you further than any other company in the world. Our worldwide network of Recruitment and Travelling agencies find jobs for you in the most exotic places around the 5 continents of our globe. A travel in time from Greece, Italy, China, UAE, Russia, the Pacific, Africa, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, “Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.” — Mahatma Gandhi

Are you finishing your high school soon or your bachelor degree and you are looking to continue your studies abroad, then talk to one of our experienced agents that will help you understand what you would like to do in the future and help you find the university of your choice in EU and USA. Don’t lose time just send us email at studiesabroad@algoos.com

Live your Myth

ALGOOS Work & Travel ABROAD

Summer & all year long working holidays

Volunteering programs

Full Time Jobs

Internships
ERASMUS INTERNSHIPS

“Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember; involve me and I learn.”
— Benjamin Franklin

Our Program covers the internship needs of students, allowing them to find their first practice position abroad, test their theoretical knowledge and become part of a large organization. All the students who successfully complete their practical training are provided certificates on company’s blanks that contain the name of the company, the period of training, the position or specialty and other kinds of activities and responsibilities expected from the trainee. All students whether they receive Erasmus funding or not they will receive a financial support from the company abroad, free accommodation and free meals.

STUDIES

“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.”
— Mahatma Gandhi

Are you finishing your high school soon or your bachelor degree and you are looking to continue your studies abroad, then talk to one of our experienced agents that will help you understand what you would like to do in the future and help you find the university of your choice in EU and USA. Don’t lose time just send us email at studiesabroad@algoos.com or pick up the phone and call us now.

WORKING HOLIDAYS

Do you consider Adventure dangerous? Try routine is lethal.

Are you young, or just finished university or taking a year off or you are just bored of your routine and you are ready to start your adventure, then here you are let’s travel around the world. Work and travel abroad, fulfill your dream to spend a summer in a hot place where you can listen to the applause of the sea, find peace in yourself, summer in a hot place where you can listen to the applause of the sea, find peace in yourself, cultivate your character, become part of a multicultural society, gain work experience and make enough money to set off for your next destination. Cultivate your character.

VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMS

Volunteering programs
We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give” - Winston Churchill

Algoos has selected some of the most amazing volunteering projects that make the difference in this world. All our Volunteering programs are absolutely free of charge. At the end of the day, our morals wouldn’t allow us to charge people that thinking making a difference in this world is what matters. As a company we are proud to support all these incredible volunteering projects worldwide where help and contribution are truly needed. Make the difference whilst you have the time of your life in the wild jungles of Africa, South America and anywhere else where your skills and knowledge is of great importance.

ALGOOS PROGRAMS

- Algoos Odyssey
- Latin Lovers
- Oceania Corals
- The Diamonds Adventure
- The Great Alexander Conquest
- The Vikings Lands
- Western Cowboys
- Forgotten Emperors
- Erasmus Buzz
- Caribbean Rhythms
- Frozen Lands
- Greek Myth Discoveries
- Deserted Paradise

PERIOD

The period of your stay in a different country depends on the program you choose, that can last form 2 months up to 18 months when visa is needed. If you do not require visa, or visa is possible to be extended and that place and job is what you were always dreaming about then you are free to stay there as long as you want.

COSTS

The costs of the program vary according to the country and the program you have chosen to follow. Prices start from 50 euros up to 800 euros including visa process and paperwork and excluding all your travelling expenses.